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EPILEPTIFORM FITS.

DR. CECIL E. REYNOLDS (Los Angeles) writes: I have just read
"H. C. B.'s" inquiry in the JOURNAL of November 8th, 1924,
asking advice for the treatment of epileptic fits of almost daily
occurrence in a child of 5. He does not describe the attacks, nor
state which way the head and eyes deviate at the beginning and
during the attack, nor whether the fit begins with tonic em-
prosthotonus, opisthotonus, or pleurothotonus. Generally speak-
ing, in a case of this kind, if the stools have been found negative
for parasites and .ova, a subtemporal decompression reveals great
excess of subdural and subarachnoid fluid, and sometimes cures
the patient. If this does not suffice, but has definitely established
a diagnosis of external hydrocephalus, a two-stage suboccipital
lecompression will probably cure. Many of these cases follow
acute fevers, such as tonsillitis, measles, and whooping-cough.
May I refer " H. C. B." to my communications in the BRITISH
MEDICAL JOURNAL of July 16th, 1921, and June 17th, 1922,
recording similar cases which defied all medical treatment and
were progressing to death. The patient described in July, 1921,
is still perfectly well, as also two previous and several subsequent
patients. In 1921 I suggested this was a rare cause of seem-
ingly "idiopathic " epilepsy, but now I know it is common.
Operation is the only recourse. The fluid must be allowed to
drain into the tissues very slowly, and as little lost at operation
as possible; sudden release is verv dangerous. It is safer merely
to prick the dura at the first operation, when fluid is seen to
spurt out six inches or more. It can then be fully opened five days
later and the dura tucked under the muscles to act as drains;
nio catgut should be used, only fine silk. Diagnosis may be
imnpossible before the fluid is found when operating, but spinal
puncture may give a clue both by its pressure and by the tempo-
rary benefit produced; this, however, is very deceptive. In
external hydrocephalus the fit usually begins with tonic em-
l)rosthotonus, and is followed by clonic jerking of the head and
eyes to the right in right-handed and to the left in left-handed
children. This is not nearly so constant in internal hydro-
cephalus. Between the fits the earliest physical sign is a slight
alternating internal strabismus, and later a slight weakness of
that side of the mouth innervated by the more highly educated
hemisphere. Any tendency to turn in one foot in walking should
be noted.

INCOME TAx.
Licence for M1ale Servant.

"B. A.'s" chauffeur is wholly employed in connexion with his
medical practice; is he liable to the male servants' tax of 15s. ?

** In the circumstances quoted the chauffeur is not, in our
opinlion, employed in a personal, menial, or domestic capacity,
and no licence duty is payable.

LETTERS, NOTES, ETC.

RADIUM THERAPY IN MALIGNANT DISEASE.
IN our review of the annual report of the Medical Research Council

last week (p. 124) the statement made with regard to the British
Empire Cancer Campaign was confused. In order to put the
matter right the best course will perhaps be to quote in full the
paragraph from the section of the report headed " Radium
Therapy in Malignant Disease."
'Important aid is now being brought to the work by two

allocations of funds by the British Empire Cancer Campaign.
One of these is for the purchase of a further five hundred milli-
grams of radium salt to enable the investigations to be extended
in certain urgently desirable directions. The other is for the
initial and current cost of an emanation service to be established
at the Middlesex Hospital in connexion with the radium already
supplied by the Council. For this purpose about a gram of
radium salt lent by the Council is being placed in solution to
provide a source of emanation for use at the different centres
supplementing the treatment by use of the radium salt itself."

THE MOTOR DRIVER'S REGISTRtATION BOOK.
THE Automobile Association recently brought to the notice of the
Home Secretary the conviction of a motorist by the Ouse and
Derwent Bench on two charges-(1) failure when on the road to
produce his registration book upon the request of a police offier,
and (2) the omission of the make and horse-power of the car from
the licence affixed to the car. As regards the first eharge, the
registration book itself states: "KKeep this book in a safe place-
not on the car." As regards the second charge, the licence
affixed to the car was in the form issued to the motorist by the
particular licensing authority, and the fact that certain words
had been omitted was clearly no fault of the motorist. Never-
theless, in each case the motorist was fined £1. The Automobile
Association is now informed by the Home Secretary that he has
recommended the remission of the fines imposed. We should
think so I

SURSUM- CORDA.
DR. GEORGE C. STEWART (Falkirk) writes: If any of your readers

is suffering from mental depression from any cause I can heartily
reconmmend the prescription which Mr. Selwyn Image (who
writes the introduction to the Mlemolir of ThoJ1mas Beweick, recently
reissued) found so efficacious-namely, a reading of that book. It
b)reathes the very spirit of homely common sense and sound
mental health, and the woodcuts are a perpetual joy. Although
B3ewick's father refused mzedical attenldance dulring his last ill-
ness, and threatened to throw any drugs whlich his SOn1 offered to

send him behind the fire, Bewick himself considers that he was
fortunate in having been intimate with members of the learned
professions, and pays a fine tribute to our profession when he
writes-" On taking a comparative -survey of the whole, I cannot
help giving a preference to medical men; for, besides their
learninig and attainments in common with other professions,
theyv appear to me, generally, to be further removed from
prejudice, more enlightened, anld more liberal in their senti-
ments than the other labourers in the vineyards of science and
literature." While the profession maintailns this position in the
opinion of hard-headed, cultivated men of the Bewick type (the
best English yeoman class), we need not fear the machinations
of any Government.

ANTE-OPERATIVE SKIN DISINFECTION.
SIR JOHN O'CONOR, K.B.E., M.D. (Buenos Aires), writes: The
recent correspondence about the dangers of picric acid inispires
me to beg leave for space to pay tribute of homage to tincture of
iodine (1B.P.), which (apart from abdominal work, in which I
found it a grave peritoneal irritant) has afforded me most grati-
fying results. After many years' hospital experience I can, in
all sinicerity, testify that in all neck and breast operations, in
bone and joint surgery, as well as in scrotal, vaginal, and rectal
procedures, tincture of iodine pigment is an ideal msethod of skin
disinfection, and does not, if employed as sole chemical, excite
any subsequent skin irritation once in every three hundred cases.
If it is used in conjunction with any other chemical, notably
mercury, anything may happen, consequently whenever an
operation case goes septic care must be taken to remove all
visible iodine (with alcohol) before employing any fomentation
or other chemical disinfectant. For abdominal skin disinfection
I have onlv one formula. The skin of the part is gently scrubbed
and washed with sterilized nail brush, soap, anld hot water for ten
minutes, then washed with alcoholic perchloride of mercury
lotion (1 in 1,000) for five minutes, covered with sterilized linlt
wrung out in aqueous "perchloride" lotion (1 in 3,0001, wool,
and bandage. When the latter are removed, on the operation
table, a final wash is given with alcohol mercurial lotion.

TUBERCULOUS DISEASE OF THE STERNUM.
DR. B. R. CLARKE (Forster Green Hospital for Consumption,

Belfast) writes with reference to the memorandum by Dr. Jolinson
(BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, January 10th, p. 71): I cannot fincl
any evidence of tubercalosis either in the clinical report or in
the post-mortem findings. The history, sigIls, symptoms, and
post-mnortemn changes of Dr. Johnson's case seem to me to suggest
pyaemia rather than tuberculosis.

BRIGHTER BIOCIIEMISTRY.
THE second aninual issue of Brighter Biochemistry, the illustrated
journal of the Biochemical Laboratory, Cambridge, calls to mind
a tag from Thlie Pirates of Penzantce: "1 Oh I here is love, and here
is truth, and here is food for joyous laughter I" The "love
element " is certainly buried as deep as the more abstruse words
in a cross-word puzzle, but Fig. 2 indicates the difficulty of
separating the affinity-loving A and B particles-a task described
as " thermodynamically impossible." A certain antifeminist
bias is discernible in the ballad about Jane " who had no
bacteriological technique, and so perished miserably," and in
the tragedy of Cuthbert, who worked next door to "a most
untidy feckless maid," who miXed such labels as "saccharose
puriss " and "K:CN." Unlder the head of " truth " must be
classed the editorial announcement on page 6, and also perhaps
the openinig poem, over the august initials "F. G. H." which
occupies a page in ingenious elaboration of the theme: " I write
to say I will not write." The third ingredient, " joyous laughter,"
is supplied in abundance, even though the high spirits of
Cambridge biochemists are sometimes expressed in language too
highly technical for readers of an older generation. But most of
us can appreciate the humour of such a poem as that beginning-

I cannot synthesize a bun
By simp y sitting in the sun;

and ending-
But readers, rhyzostomes and rats
Are fairly good at making fats.
So let us concentrate on this,
Our most effective synthesis.

We understanid that Brighlter Biochemistry may be obtained from
the Editor, Biochemical Laboratory, Cambridge, for 2s. 6d.

VACANCIES.
NOTIFICATIONS of offices vacant in universities, medical colleges,
and of vacant residient and other appointments at hospitals
will be founid at pages 34. 35, 33, and 39 of our a(lvertisement
columns, and advertisements as to partnerships, assistantships,
and locurmtenencies at pages 36 and 37.
A short snmmary of vacant posts liotified in the advertisement

columns appears in the Sapp!C7c)iect at page 48.

ERRATA.
MR. W. H. KELSON asks us t- correct certain slips in the abstract

of his paper on " Some osseous growths of the nasal and adjacent
bones," published in the JOURNAL of December 27th, 1924 (p. 1197).
The word "profuse," qualifying osteitis, should be "diffuse,"
and the word " boneless," applied to the swelling described by
Douglas Guthrie, should be " bony." Mr. Kelson's case was
shown in 1908 to the Laryngological Society of LIondon, not the
Royal Society of Medicine; and the diagnosis of Westmacott's
eight cases, described in 1913 as being " osteitis fibrosa," should
be attributed to Professor Knaggs, not to Westmacott.
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